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Does your blog or business have a logo? Are you sure it helps to build your brand and
communicates your brand values? Maybe you are a startup owner and need a new logo? Don’t
be misled by thinking that you just need a good designer to have a good logo. Actually, the result
you will get mainly depends on you as a business owner or a marketer because nobody knows
your company or project as well as you do. Even the most experienced and professional
designer won’t be able to create an effective logo for your brand unless you understand the main
principles of a good logo design and guide him to the right direction. Therefore, the more
educated you are, the better result you will get. This book won’t teach you how to technically
design a logo. It is not meant for professional designers either. This book is for small company
owners, bloggers and marketers who want to be sure that their logo is well designed. Its purpose
is to introduce you to the main logo design principles. After reading the book "How to Create a
Logo? Fundamental Principles of Effective Logo Design" you will understand the psychology of
shapes, the meaning of colors in branding and the importance of responsive logo design and
you will know how to test your logo to make sure it will work. This book is a short but useful
introduction to a broad and complex topic. As you can see from the number of pages it is a
rather quick read. You can probably read it in an hour or two because its purpose is not to make
a professional designer from you, but to give quick guidelines, how to evaluate any logo you see
and create your own logo according to the best practices. Moreover, you will be introduced to
many free or low priced online resources to use for creating your logo design.Buy the book "How
to Create a Logo? Fundamental Principles of Effective Logo Design" and avoid amateurish
mistakes in your logo design!



How to Create a Logo?Fundamental Principles of Effective Logo Design.Anita NipaneThis book
was written by Anita Nipane of Digginet.Effective Logo Design: Guidelines for Small Business
Owners, Bloggers, and MarketersCopyright © 2020 by Anita Nipane.All rights reserved. No part
of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission
except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or reviews.TrademarksAll
product and brand names identified throughout this book are used for benefit of such companies
with no intention of infringement of their trademark. No such use, or the use of any trade name,
is intended to convey endorsement or other affiliation with this book.The book cover has been
designed using resources from Freepik.comFor information contact:First Edition: January
2017Table of ContentsContentsYour Free GiftThe Psychology of Logo Shapes5 Types of Logo
DesignWhy Your Logo Color is Important?7 Tips that will Help You Choose the Right Colors for
Your BrandTest Your LogoIs Your Logo Responsive?Create Your Logo Style GuideWhere to Get
Your New Logo?ConclusionOther Books by the AuthorAbout authorYour Free GiftDo you need
to create images and simple banners for your webpage, blog, and social media? The good news
is – you don't need to hire a designer or buy expensive software to create visuals for the web.
You can do it YOURSELF and with FREE tools. Thanks to the different resources that are
available on the Internet. There are so many easy and quick solutions out there! Read my book “”
and learn how to: get royalty free images even for commercial purposesedit photos and create
web banners with free online editorspick tasteful color combinations for your brand and web
banners create simple animated gif banners take and edit screenshots as well as record tutorial
videos from your screen remove the background from any image (no Photoshop or designer
skills needed)add beautiful and free fonts to your computercreate slideshows, presentations,
and infographics"steal" color codes from any websiteuse other tools that will save your time and
improve efficiencyto download my book “100+ Free Tools to Create Visuals for Web & Social
Media” for FREE.Why do You need to Read this Book?If you are a startup owner or novice
blogger, you most probably need to decide on your branding and create a logo for your
business. Don’t be misled by thinking that you just need a good designer to have a good logo.
Actually, the result you will get mainly depends on you as a business owner or a marketer,
because nobody knows your company or project as well as you do. Even the most experienced
and professional designer won’t be able to create an appropriate logo for your business unless
you understand the main principles of a good logo design and guide him to the right direction.
Therefore, the more educated you are, the better result you will get.This book won’t teach you
how to technically design a logo. It is not meant for professional designers either. This book is for
small company owners, bloggers and even marketers who want to be sure that their logo is well
designed. Its purpose is to introduce you to the main logo designing principles. After reading it
you will understand the psychology of shapes, the meaning of colors in branding and
importance of responsive logo design and you will know how to test your logo to make sure it will
work. This book is a short, but useful introduction to a broad and complex topic. As you can see
from the number of pages it is a rather quick read. You can probably read it in an hour or two



because it’s purpose is not to make a professional designer from you, but to give you quick
guidelines, how to evaluate any logo you see and create your own logo according to the best
practices. After reading this book you will be able to avoid the most often amateurish mistakes
and will know many free or low-priced resources you can use on the Internet.The principles
described in the book weren’t created or invented by me. I just have summed them up, in order
to teach them in a clear and hopefully interesting way. As a result, after reading this book you will
know how to apply the same logo design principles every professional designer knows and
uses.Choose Your Logo StoryFashion designer Karl Lagerfeld has said: “Logos and branding
are so important. In a big part of the world, people cannot read French or English - but are great
in remembering signs”. This is why your logo should tell the story of your brand without words.
Your logo must represent both the services you provide and feelings and associations you want
your brand to evoke in your target audience. It is not just an image it’s a representation of your
brand. Therefore, describe your target audience – gender, age, interests, customer income level
(high vs. low), decide if your product is a commodity or a premium class product, think of the
other important characteristics of your target audience. Write down what you think about your
brand and how you want others to perceive it – images, symbols, adjectives, feelings, functions,
benefits and whatever is applicable for you. You can even create a mind map. Look deeper than
just your product or service - Mercedes logo isn’t a car, McDonald’s logo isn’t a hamburger and
Nike logo is not a boot.Research your industry, its history, and your competitors to find out the
current logo styles and trends in your industry. Consider all of this information and then create
your unique logo that is different than your competitors, but relevant to your target audience.
Avoid the clichés, for example, globes for 'international', handshakes for 'business solutions' and
light bulbs for 'ideas' etc. These associations are often the first things that come to your mind
when generating ideas; however, they should be discarded. How is your logo going to be unique
when there are so many other similar logos in your industry? Avoid these visual clichés and try
to create an original logo design. Don’t use cheap looking clip arts either. Instead, be inspired by
the best. In the definitive guide , you can be inspired by the greatest logos ever created. Learn
from them, but don’t copy. Moreover, if you want to know what features top brand logos have in
common, check out .
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Rene’s Reads, “An overview. There are a few good things here. It is a starting point to make one
think before jumping into logo creation. It also shows the evolution, and in time how it may need
to change with the times. It covers things from history, to color choices. A good primer for a
beginner.”

Sunflower, “short and sweet. This book is very helpful especially in learning what to avoid. She is
generous with links and references. Simple but important information about color choice and
elements juxtaposition.”

Dali D., “Five Stars. i like it. it was really helpful for me”

Oleg, “Very good book!. Very good book!!! I have bough some books much more expensive and
I didn't find information like I have  find here!!! This book must to cost some $”

Zuzana Ziacikova, “Simple and basic guidelines for non-designers who want to start .... Simple
and basic guidelines for non-designers who want to start to learn about logo design with links to
other online sources that can be helpful for beginners, well structured and logical.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very Helpful. Gives a basic start up knowledge on logo design. With lots of
helpful ideas and tips, and links to lots of resources.”

The book by Anita Nipane has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 41 people have provided feedback.
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